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hello, my english is not good, im talking about the google translator! im really enjoying the way youre developing yandere simulator, and i came out with a idea, that could make the game more interesting. althoug is already amazing. instead of making
the player modify a present character, why dont you finish all the students in school and let him/her choose who they think is more atractive/interesting/pretty after all, youre intending to criate at least one hundred of them, arent you so, the person

would rate every personality and see who is the best for him/her. its just a idea, anyways. thanks for your time! oh. and keep going with the awesome work! bye bye im really enjoying the way youre developing yandere simulator, and i came out with a
idea, that could make the game more interesting. althoug is already amazing. instead of making the player modify a present character, why dont you finish all the students in school and let him/her choose who they think is more

atractive/interesting/pretty after all, youre intending to criate at least one hundred of them, arent you so, the person would rate every personality and see who is the best for him/her. its just a idea, anyways. thanks for your time! oh. and keep going with
the awesome work! bye bye that's a very good idea you came out with and a nice one! how about if the player has to try to beat the current record of the most kills for a day time, and a week time? for example if the current time is 10 am, and the

player chose a character that has a record of 12 kills, the current highest is 20 kills a day. they would have 10 hours to finish the task, otherwise they have to restart the task. there would be many more tasks like these in the game, and a never ending
task. you could make it so if the player completes the current task a week time, they get a reward like a trophy. lets say you get 1000 trophies for beating the current record of the most kills in 10 hours. maybe this could attract a lot of attention to the

game and attract new players.
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